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Who We Were, Who We Are 
 
 
Rowena Arshad on choosing her identity 
 
Understanding the text - Discussion points 
 
“I’m a rolling stone that gathers no moss” 

 Why does Rowena Arshad describe herself as ‘a rolling stone that gathers 
no moss’? 

 What were the challenges brought about by official recognition and 
funding?  

 
 
Eileen Evason on the difficulty of a united women’s movement in Northern 
Ireland, yet strong friendships and networks 
 
Understanding the text - Discussion points 
 
“the divisions are normal and natural” 

 How does Eileen Evason describe the women’s movement in Northern 
Ireland?  

 Despite differences, did the women support each other? 
 
 
Barbara Jones on being one of those scary feminist women  
 
Understanding the text - Discussion points 
 
“… the women that our mothers warned us about” 

 Discuss the stereotypes that Barbara Jones was brought up with.  How 
do you think women should behave? Should they conduct themselves 
differently to men? How does Barbara Jones see herself in terms of her 
mother’s expectations of women? 
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Activity – Who am I? 
Most of us have multiple identities (e.g. sister, friend, aunt, brother, daughter, 
son). We can also define ourselves through our interests (e.g. music, dance, 
cooking); through our religion and through the countries that we and /or our 
parents might have lived in, or have a connection with; with the languages 
spoken at home; and with our age and appearance. You may identify yourself in 
other ways too – make a list about yourself.  Share your list with the rest of the 
class/group. 
 
(Individually) Now add to your list: 

 Something that you have achieved in the past with the help of a woman 
(or women). 

 One or more quality that you appreciate about your female friend(s). 
 An activity that you would share and achieve with women in the future. 

 
Write these points on narrow strips of paper torn from a sheet of A4. Form 
groups of 5-8 people and bring your strips of paper. These will form the basis of 
your group poem (see below). 
 
 
Activity – Who are we? Create your own feminist poem / musical piece 
For your poem / song: In groups of 5 - 8, shuffle your paper strips around to 
create a poem, editing, altering or omitting a line wherever necessary. This part 
takes discussion and argument. You can rewrite as much as seems necessary – 
be ruthless with this editing process. Give your poem a title. When the poem 
has been polished, you can perform it to the class. Each group has to decide 
how to do this. Parts can be taken for individual words or lines and it could be in 
sung or acted out. Musical groups may like to play an instrument – or improvise 
with finger clicking, whistling, humming or tapping together objects. 
 
What did you learn today?  
 


